PUPPY PERSONALITY EVALUATION REPORT
EVALUATION DATE: MAY 25, 2020
AGE AT EVALUATION: 7 WEEKS
COLLAR COLOR: BLUE
SEX: MALE

OVERALL IMPRESSION:
This puppy scored right in the middle of scores, almost straight across in the
threes.
This puppy is friendly, happy, curious, outgoing and responsive to humans.
He loves to chase his toys.
This pup is outgoing and friendly and will adjust well in situations in which he
receives daily exposure to the friendly world, with positive reinforcement training
and lots of exercise.
High in Pack Drive, he has a flexible temperament that adapts well to different
types of environment, provided he is handled gently.
He may be too much dog for a family with small children (high prey drive) or an
elderly couple who are sedentary, as he is energetic and curious.
Puppy has a low-average sensitivity to pain meaning he will let you know if he is a
hurting.
Puppy is accepting of his circumstances when he has no control over the situation.
A good example would be at the vet’s office, he should tolerate the circumstances
well there.
Puppy loves the chase but is not a natural retriever.
He has a high prey drive, so likely will chase and attempt to bite at moving things
such a rodent, a fast moving toy, a lure as in lure coursing or other moving obects.
Puppy tolerated brushing well and should be fairly easy to groom if groomed
weekly.

Generally this puppy’s conformation is good. Evaluator noted a slight narrowness
in the front. Rear has good angulation but strong and correct. Good level topline.
No limping noted. Gait is correct.

IMPRESSION OF LITTER OVERALL:
None of the puppies liked being held on their back like a human would hold an
infant. They tried to right themselves.
All puppies have good rears and toplines.
Fronts on all are a little narrow, some with slight foot turnout.
All puppies in this litter are very sweet tempered.
Most of the puppies have low prey drive.

